ANTIQUES

CLASS 7

ANTIQUES

Chair:
Joe Allin 705.357.3969
Committee: Joyce Allin, Elizabeth Brooks, Cheryl Wilson
Rules:
1. Articles must be 50 years old or older.
2. All articles must belong to the exhibitor and all entry tags must be attached to the article.
3. Please copy your entry sheet. This must be shown when picking up entries Wednesday. (Please make
arrangements with this committee if you are not picking up entries on Wednesday evening from 6:00 to 7:00
p.m.).
4. Any article may not have been shown in the previous 10 years at the Sunderland Fair.
5. No entries will be accepted after 11:00 a.m. Tuesday morning, so that judging may begin.
6. Judges decision is final.
Note: Children under 18 may show in the antique class with the purchase of an adult fair membership.
Option: If you have a short story (25 words or less) about your article please feel free to attach it to your entry.
Ideas: add dates, names of people, place of origin and some history of the article. Please keep it simple!
Prizes: $4.00 $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 for Honourable Mention
With thanks, sponsored in part by the Sunderland Historical Society
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small scale – no longer than 12 inches
mold used in baking
small Hallowe’en item
tin plate photo depicting family
hair net in original package
change purse
hand operated auger (no longer than 18 inches)
small Canadian National Railroad (CNR) item
baby bonnet / cap
tobacco silk
club pin
item of trench art
family photo depicting at least three generations (original)
addressed envelope including stamp
piece of Occupied Japan china
salt & pepper with Thanksgiving theme
glass medicine bottle with embossed label
item from a manicure set
flashlight
bug sprayer (no longer than 12 inches)
binoculars
bow tie
metal motor oil can (1 qt.)
receipt from Ontario County merchant
wind-up toy
a “WHATZIT” - Stump the Judge (Reveal identity in a sealed attached envelope). $1.00 to all who
stump the judge.

OUR HISTORICAL NEIGHBOURS
Stop in at the Sunderland Museum during the fair and find the location of your property on a variety
of maps dating back to 1818. The database here helps to link the families who were the early settlers of
Brock Township so you may find your family tree. For your viewing there are artifacts from the Battle of
Waterloo, pioneer tools and clothing, and a large selection of items connected to the schools, sports teams
and businesses that have been collected since Jones Corners became Sunderland about 1871.

